Mercer County Business

BREGENZER BROTHERS
The Slate and Copper Roofing Experts
After three generations the most important aspect for
the Bregenzer family is placing their customer first.
Even though you will find their work on the finest
campuses and churches in New Jersey and despite being highly sought after for historically important restorations. Bregenzer Brothers goes over and aboveliterally- on every project large or small.
“It’s about pride” says Mike Bregenzer the third generation operator of the business, who works with his
wife, brother and sister in the daily operations.
Their “family” of dedicated artisans works closely
with clients to develop a plan that is customized
to fit their specialized roofing needs while always maintaining the historic preservation and architectural integrity of each building. “Whether we’re replacing 15,000 square feet of slate or performing needed upkeep and
repairs, our name is up there with every job. That’s why each customer gets our full attention from the very start
until the last finishing touches are completed.” As beautiful as they are long lasting. Bregenzer Brother’s slate
and copper roofs add dignity and value to any building structure. “ Every roof we install is essentially one-ofa-kind as are the needs of our customers” Bregenzer adds, “ That’s why you want a specialist who understands
the intricacies of old-world craftsmanship while incorporating modern-day innovations.”
Their attention to details can be seen in their work on the Princeton University Campus and the Lawrenceville
Prep School as well as on the rooftops of may local businesses and historic buildings. Among the company’s
latest projects completed in 2011 was the restoration of an original slate roof on a 130-year old church listed on
the National Register of Historic Sites.
“We take pride in our work because in most cases it will be there for generations.” And So will the
Bregenzer Brothers.

Lawrenceville School, Lawrenceville, NJ

Service and Quality Above All

Bill Bregenzer, Jr. center and his sons Bill III, and Mike stand in front of Princeton
University’s Whitman College. Their family company Bregenzer Brother’s, Inc. has
custom crafted slate and copper roofs for the University for over 20 years.

The Bregenzer Brother’s offer a wide range of services,
each carefully customized one customer at a time.

The Bregenzer Brother’s Crew

New Construction Slate Roofs
Custom Copper Work
Zinc Tin Coated Copper Roofing
Copper Leader Heads
Roof Evaluations & Consulting
Slate Roof Restorations
Copper Roofing
Copper Gutters
Roof Maintenance Programs
Gutter Cleaning & Repairs
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